
 

FAI Jury President Report 
To be sent (dated and signed) ASAP after the competition to:  delor.bruno@gmail.com 

 

Name of the competition DX RACING #5 FAI World Cup 

Location (City & country) Bela Crkva, Srbija 

Dates 15-16.07.2023 

Entry fee amount(s) Senior: None 

Junior: None 

 FAI Jury members (Precise for each Jury 
member full name, nationality and e-mail 
address) 

1- Goran Djukic (CRO) goran.dukic84@gmail.com 

2- Aleksa Lakic (SRB) aleksa.lakic79@gmail.com 

3- David Spachek (CHZ) david.spacek@gmail.com 

Event Director (Precise full name, 
nationality and e-mail address) 

Srdjan Pavlovic, (Serbia), pavlovic.srdjan.983@gmail.com 

Race Director (Precise full name, 
nationality and e-mail address) 

Srdjan Pavlovic, (Serbia), pavlovic.srdjan.983@gmail.com 

Starter (Precise full name, nationality and 
e-mail address) 

Nemanja Nikodijevic, (Serbia), nnikodijevic@gmail.com 

Judges (Mention how had been done the 
judgment of the pilots. In case judges were 
assigned to the pilots, precise in they were 
dedicated ones or other competitors; for 
assigned judges, precise full name, 
nationality and e-mail address of each 
judge) 

1. Nebojsa Maksin, (Serbia), nebojsa.maksin@live.com 

2. Aleksandar Nikov, (Nort Macedonia), aleksandar.nikov@gmail.com 

3. Nemanja Nikodijevic, (Serbia), nnikodijevic@gmail.com 

None of the judges were contestants 

   Number of competitors having 
effectively flown in the competition 

51 Pilots 

Number of concerned countries  11 countries 

 Processing of the models prior to the 
beginning of the competition 

 

 YES x  NO   

If yes, mention the specifications checked and how each registered model had been 
marked:   

Model and propeller size, vtx power, fail safe. Models were marked with 

custom stickers 

Digital video devices  Digital video devices authorised or not for the competition? 

 YES x  NO   

If yes, precise how many competitors have flown with digital and the references of 
the digital VTXs used (DJI, HDZero, Walksnail,...):   

HDZero : 8 pilots 

Electronic timing system 
 

 YES x  NO   

If yes, precise reference of the system used:   

Immersion lapRF 8-Way Event Race Timing System, FPVTRACKSIDE timing 

software 

LED light unit requested on models 
 

 YES   NO x  
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Qualification stage 
 

 Number of qualifying 
rounds 9 

 Number of pilots per 
group 4  

Precise the qualification method (Fastest time to complete a required number of laps, 

average of the 3 best times to perform a lap, ...):  

(Fastest time of three consecutive laps) 

Elimination stage 
 

 Number of competitors 
selected from qualification 

32 
 Number of pilots per 

group 
4 

 

 

Double elimination optional sequence applied: 

 YES x  NO   

 

Additional rounds optional sequence 
applied 

 

 YES   NO x  

 

If yes, precise:  

 Number of additional 
rounds flown   Number of pilots per 

group   

 

Weather Sunny and warm weather without wind during both days 

Local rules or deviations from Sporting 
Code 

None 

Unusual organisation occurrences 
(Withdrawal of a FAI judge, interruption of 
the event or delays, incident or accident,...) 

None 

Complaint (Precise if complaints had been 
done and reasons given to justify the 
complaints) 

None 

Protest (Mention number of protests 
submitted  and for each protest arguments 
given and decision of the FAI Jury) 

None 

  Presence of public 
 

 YES x  NO   

If yes, precise the estimated number of visitors per day:  

Approximately 900-1200 spectators during both days 

Media coverage 
 

 YES x  NO   

If yes, precise types of media coverage (Livestreaming, TV, local or national press, …):  

National and local press and TV coverage. 

 Date: 18.07.2023                           FAI Jury President signature: 

                Nebojsa Maksin 


